FEAR FREE SM
Taking the pet out of petrified and putting the treat into treatment!

Pet’s Name: __________________________________________________________  Date: ___ / ___ / ___

Before my appointment I prefer to wait in the: ☐ car  ☐ lobby  ☐ exam room  ☐ outside  ☐ other ________

My favorite treats are: ________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

Other things I enjoy that distract me during medical procedures are: ________________

_____________________________________________________________________

I prefer to be examined: ☐ on the ground  ☐ on the table  ☐ on a non-slip mat or towel  ☐ In a lap
☐ In my carrier  ☐ other _________________________________________________

Things my owner can do for my next visit to make it even more fun:
☐ Bring me a little hungry  ☐ Call the front desk when we arrive in the parking lot  ☐ Pheromones
☐ Bring my favorite treats and toy  ☐ Bring a mat from home (things that smell like home help me relax)

My veterinarian suggests the following pre visit nutraceuticals/pharmaceuticals: __________________

_____________________________________________________________________

The following training services are recommended: ☐ Puppy or Kitten Classes  ☐ Fun visits  ☐ Victory visits
☐ Private sessions  ☐ In home training

Learn more about Fear Free and what it means for our staff to be Fear Free certified.  fearfreepets.com